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. INTRODUCTION 
Hicks and Justus (1971) developed a numerical simulation model for 
atmospheric turbulent diffusion in which fluid point pairs are traced dur-
ing random walks in a background correlation field. Specifically, the 
effect of turbulent pressure forces is modeled by forcing space-time . 
correlations between random turbulent acceleration components a i . The 
longitudinal correlation for acceleration component parallel to the vector 
joining the two points is assumed to be of the form 
f1 ( r) 
	
exp 	( r2  / 2 ), 
where r is the magnitude of the separation vector between the fluid points 
and L is the characteristic length scale of the flow. For acceleration 
components normal to the separation vector, the transverse correlation is 
given in terms of the longitudinal correlation as 
f2(r) = fi(r) 
	dfl (r) 
and the time correlation is assumed to be 
g(t) = exp (- Itt2/T2 ), 
where T is the characteristic time scale of the flow. 
In the present analysis, the assumed Gaussian form of the correlation 
functions was replaced by a linear exponential form so that 
f 1 (r) = exp (- r/L), 
and 
g(t) = exp (;..t/T), 
With the transverse correlation f2(r) given in terms of fl (r) as before. 
The method used to fOrce correlations between-the turbulent accelerat 
ion components al is explained in detail by Hicks and Justus, and the 
entire explanation need not be repeated here. 
Very briefly, it is assumed that the turbulent4cceleration components 
due to-pressure changes may be written in terms of components at the pre-
vious time step as 
i l (tk + 
	
= 	il ( k ) 
	
8ia i2(tk ) 	li • 
The 2r 's are random numbers chosen from a standard normal distribUtion; the 
coefficients ais 0 i , yi depend on the values of the correlation functions 
at time step tk , and are chosen so as to insure the proper value of the 
space-time correlation coefficients for the acceleration components. Here 
the a il  's and the a 12  's are the turbulent acceleration components of the 
two fluid points considered in the i direction. 
The relative diffusion of the two fluid points is computed at each time 
step from finite difference approximations to the equations of motion, with 
the pressure force terms modeled by the a i s. 
Qualitatively, the effect of changing the form of the correlation 
functions described above would seem to be a decrease in the correlation of 
longitudinal components at small separations; the longitudinal correlations 
should tend to increase at larger relative displacements. However, the 
c. 
effect on the transverse correlation function and on the actual space-time 
correlation coefficients are not obvious, so that the precise effect on the 
relative diffusion of the fluid points is difficult, if not impossible, to 
predict before running the model. 
In addition to changing the form of the correlation functtons, a more 
basic change was also considered whereby a desired correlation is forced 
between components of turbulent velocity rather than turbulent acceleration. 
The original program developed by Hicks and Justus ,  contained an option 
to allow for such an approach; this portion of the program was rewritten in 
order to make the approach more physically consistent and more analogous to 
the correlated acceleration case. 
In the present approach, we assume that the turbulent velocity com-
ponents u i may be decomposed as 
u. = u 	u .pi si' 
where u
Pi 
 is the contribution made to the turbulent velocity by pressure 
forces, and usi is the contribution of shear and buoyancy effects. 
The assumed form for the Eulerian space-time correlations is forced 
between the u pi 's., which are calculated from 
Upli(tk + 1) = MiUpli(tk) 	ei p2i (tk ) 	yi Zi , 
where the notation is completely analogous to the correlated acceleration 
field analysis described above. If the same linear exponential forms are 
assumed for the correlation functions, the 9 4 5, el s, and yi I S are 
equivalent to those computed for the correlated acceleration field case. 
The usi 's may be computed at each time step from the equations of 
motion and are found to be 
k ) 	[kiu3(tk) + lay k)3(1( + 	tk) 
1 
+ 2Ki IrDytk) - 3(to)] + wu3(tk)} (tk 	)2 
(i r  1, 2) 
= us3(tk) - {11 ( ) 	( ) 	to3( ) 1 
(tk 	- tk). 
Here, Ki is the mean wind shear ali /ax3 , w is the viscous damping 
coefficient, m = 0<ti
2 
 >, and r is the logarithmdc vertical potential temper-
ature gradient, r'= (gin) daidx3 . 
The above changeS have been incorporated into the diffusion model pro-
gram so that the user has the option of specifying either a background 
correlated turbulent acceleration field or velocity field. 
Using the modified program, an attempt was made to investigate the 
effect on the relative diffusion of the two fluid points resulting frmn vary-
ing the magnitude and direction of the initial separation vector. This 
analysis was first carried out using the background correlated turbulent 
acceleration field, and then using the correlated velocity field approach; 
the results are examined in some detail in Section Il of this report. 
Finally, the power spectrum of the turbulent velocity components gen-
erated by the model is calculated using a computer program developed by NOAH; 
the power spectra for the correlated acceleration field case and for the 
correlated velocity field case are compared in Section III. 
s3(tk + 1 
II. INITIAL SEPARATION EFFECTS 
The effect of altering the initial separation vector between the two 
fluid points on their relative diffusion was studied by systematically vary-
ing the magnitude and direction of the vector while keeping all other input 
flow parameters constant. Specifically, relative displacement vs. time 
plots were obtained for initial separations of 1.0, 0.1, and 0.01 integral 
length scales in each of the three coordinate directions. The logarithmic 
'potential temperature gradient r was 0.01 (time scales) -2 , and the mean 
wind shear aljaz was 1.0 (time scales) -1 in all cases. The analysis was 
carried out for both correlated turbulent acceleration and velocity fields. 
It should be carefully noted that the relative diffusion of the two 
fluid points is defined as the separation of the points relative to their 
initial separation at t 0, so that all relative diffusion components are 
initially zero, regardless of the magnitude or direction of the initial 
separation vector. 
As expected, the orientation of the x - axis in the direction of the 
mean wind led to the emergence of the x - component of the relative displace-
ment as the dominant component for large time scales regardless of initial 
displacement. 
Generally, there was a marked difference between the relative displace-
ments for correlated velocity and correlated acceleration fields in that the 
y and z - components tended to an eddy diffusion-type variation at large 
times for the acceleration field case, but continued to increase sharply, 
although less rapidly than the x - component, in the correlated velocity 
case. The initial displacement effects are now examined separately for the 
correlated velocity field-and correlated acceleration field cases. 
Correlated Turbulent Acceleration Field  
The magnitude of the initial separation vector significantly affects 
the relative diffusion of the two fluid points for small times after their 
release; the effect of varying the direction of the initial displacement, 
however, is evident only for an initial separation of one integral length 
scale (or greater, presumably). 
The relative separation at very small times (t = 0.1 time scale) de-
creases sharply with a decrease in initial displacement magnitude as shown 
in Table 1. At large times (roughly 5 to 10 time scales), however, the 
relative diffusion in a given direction is of the same magnitude regardless 
of initial separation. 
The relative diffusion of the fluid points .tends to follow a t 2 power 
law for a short period after release; the exact length of this period appears 
to increase with an increase tn initial separation magnitude in a roughly 
linear fashion (Table 2). 
Following the initial t 2  period, the x - component of diffusion grad- 
ually undergoes a transition to a power law of t3  for the case of a one 
length scale initial separation, and t 4 for the 0.1 and 0.01 length scale 
cases. These variations appear to persist for times at least as great as 
thdse'considered here, and may be attributed to , the mean shear as discussed 
by Hicks and Justus (1971). 
The y and z components tend to fluctuate, and hence follow no discern-
ible power variation. At times near 10 time scales, the largest time con- 
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Table 1. Effect of Initial Separation Magnitude on Diffusion 
in a Correlated Turbulent Acceleration Field 
x .initial 
	
-. component of 
	
x - component of 
separation relative separation relative separation 
magnitude 
	
at t = 1 time scale 
	
at t= 10 time scales 
(length scales) 	 (length scales) (length scales) 
0.01 0.0001 100 
0.10 0.005 100 
1.00 0.01 100 
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Table 2. Effect of Initial Separation Magnitude 
on t2 Variation of Relative Diffusion 
initial 
	
duration of t2 
separation power law for 
magnitude 	 relative diffusion 




0.10, 	 0.7 
LOU 1.0 
8 
sidered in the present analysis, the y - component tends toward a t l (eddy 
diffusion) variation. The vertical component begins to level off at large 
times as a result of the stable density stratification; a similar effect 
was noted by Hicks and Justus (1971). 
As mentioned earlier, a change in the direction of the initial separat-
ion vector has no measurable effect on the relative diffusion for small 
initial displacement magnitudes (0.1 or 0.01 integral length scales). 
Although small differences are apparent for a given magnitude and vary- . 
ing direction, especially at very small times, they appear to follow no 
consistent pattern and are indistinguishable from the random fluctuations 
characteristic of the model. 
The effect of varying the direction of initial displacement for the 
large separation magnitude (one length scale) is more significant. For the 
case of an initial separation of one length scale in the x - direction, 
shown in Figure 1, the relative diffusion components are very nearly equal 
for times out to one integral scale, where the y and z components begin to 
fluctuate as described earlier. With the initial separation in the y - 
direction, the x - component of diffusion is roughly twice the value of the 
y and z components for times less than one time scale. This behavior is 
unexpected and the explanation is not obvious. An initial displacement of 
one length scale in the vertical results in a diffusion pattern clearly 
dominated by the effects of mean wind shear, as shown in Figure 2. The x -
component of relative diffusion is greater than the y and z - components by 
a factor of at least 2 for very small times (0.1 time scales), and the gap 
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Figure 2. Fluid Point Pair Dizpersion in a Correlat .A Turbulent 
Acceleration Field. 
widens steadily with increasing time. Due to the effect of mean shear, the 
diffusion in the x - direction is larger than the y and z components for 
sufficiently large times regardless of initial separation; the distinction 
of the above case lies in the dwinetion of the x - component even for small 
times. Also in the above case, the reason for the relatively larger differ-
ence in the y and z components at small times is not readily explained. 
Correlated Turbulent. Velocity Field  
Generally, the effect of initial separation for the correlated velocity 
field case is less clearly defined and does not lend itself as readily to 
physical or intuitive explanations. The diffusion appears to be dominated 
by the random pressure contributions to the turbulent velocity, and hence 
shows less effect of flow characteristics such as mean shear and density 
stratification. 
The magnitude of the initial separation has a strong effect on all 
diffusion components for very small times after release, as was the case 
for the correlated acceleration field, and in addition affects the magni-
tude of diffusion for even the largest times considered (10 integral time 
scales), as shown in Table 3. 
The relative diffusion components vary according to a t2 power law for 
times up to approximately one integral time scale. The x - component sub- 
sequently undergoes a very gradual transition to a t
3  power law. The time 
at which this transition occurs, unlike the correlated acceleration field 
case, does not depend on initial separation. Flunctuations in the y and z 
components are much less pronounced than those in the acceleration field 
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Table 3. Effect of Initial Separation Magnitude on 




x - component of 
relative separation 
at t = 1 time scale 
x - component of 
relative separation 
at t = 10 time scales 
(length scales) 	 (length scales) 
	
(length scales) 
0.01 0.0005 10 
0.10 0.005 50 to 100 
1.00 0.01 500 
13 
case, and they obey essentially the same power laws described above for the 
x - component, although the transition to the t 3 variation is somewhat more 
rapid. Unlike the acceleration field case, the y - component does not tend 
toward an eddy diffusion (t 1 ) variation. Also, the vertical diffusion com-
ponent shows no marked tendency to level off, so that there is no visible 
evidence of the effect of stable density stratification. 
Just as for the acceleration field case, there appears to be no visible 
effect of varying initial separation direction for initial displacements of 
0.1 or 0.01 length scales. While the relative diffusion vs. time plots are 
not identical for different initial separation directions, the differences 
noted are generally small, and follow no logical pattern. For the case of 
an initial displacement of 1.0 integral length scales in the vertical, the 
effects of mean wind shear are again evident, as the x - component of 
relative diffusion is dominant for the entire time span considered, as 
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Figure 3. Fluid Point Pair Dispersion in a Correlated Turbulent 
Velocity Field . 
III. POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
A power spectrum for the turbulent velocity components was generated 
using a computer program developed by Mr. Larry Wendell of NOAA. The pro-
gram was modified slightly to accept strings of turbulent velocity values 
generated by the diffusion model program as input data. 
The program accepts strings of complex data values and computes complex 
Fourier coefficients using a Fast Fourier Transform technique; the coeffic-
ients are in turn used to compute the power spectrum, and, if desired, the 
cospectrum and quadrature spectrum for the data string. The complex data 
values are input in the form of two data strings which are interpreted as 
the real and imaginary parts of the complex quantities. In order to obtain 
a power spectrum of a set of real-valued data, say {u i }, it is necessary to 
represent each data value as a complex quantity, so that the u i 's are input 
as data pairs of the form (u i , 0). The program includes options to remove 
the mean and a linear trend from the original data, to taper the ends of 
the data strings, to smooth the spectra, and to plot the results. 
For the present analysis, an option was added to calculate the average 
spectra and standard deviations for a group of data sets. 
Turbulent velocity components were generated for 10 realizations (loops) 
of the diffusion program, comprising 600 time steps each. The x velocity 
components were stored at each time step and used as input data for the 
power spectrum program as described earlier; 512 velocity values were 
stored for each realization, beginning with the fifth time step. 
The process was repeated for various values of mean wind shear and 
buoyancy factor r for both the correlated acceleration field and correlated 
velocity field cases in order to determine the effect on the power spectrum 
curves. 
Correlated Turbulent Acceleration Field  
For higher frequency values, the energy spectrum varied as 
(w) 
-a 
where a is slightly greater than 10/3, as shown in Figure 4. 
The inclusion of a moderate wind shear (1.0 time scales -1 ) had the 
effect only of increasing the coefficient of the power law very slightly. 
A stable density stratification (r = 0.1) had no measurable effect 
whatever on the high frequency portion of the curve. 
Correlated Turbulent Velocity Field  
Power spectral analysis of the x - component of turbulent velocity for 
the case of a background correlated velocity field yields a spectrum which 
obeys a power law with an exponent of roughly -7/4 except at the lower end 
of the frequency spectrum. This variation is remarkably similar to the 
well-known isotropic power law (cf. Tennekes and Lumley, 1972) 
0 (w) - 6)-50 . 
The -7/4 exponent was obtained from a diffusion analysis with zero mean 
shear and r = 0. The inclusion of a strong stable density stratification, 
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Figure 4. Power Spectrum of x..component of Tur'culent Velocity for Fluid Point 
Pair Dispersion in a 0orrelati Turculent Acceleration Field. 
(as was the case for the correlated acceleration field). The inclusion of 
mean wind shear results in an increase in the coefficient of the power law, 
and also slightly decreased the exponent to -8/5, as shown in Figure 5. 
Lailey and Panofsky (1964) have noted that, although the exact effects 
of stability on the energy spectrum of longitudinal velocity components are 
not totally understood, a variation in stability does not significantly 
alter the shape of the spectral curve; as noted above, this seems to be the 
case in the present analysis. Also, since mean wind shear can serve to 
transfer energy from the mean wind into the turbulence, it appears that the 
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Figure 5. ?offer Speztrum of x-component• of Turbulent Velocity for Fluid Point 
Fair Dispersion_ in a Correlated Turbulent Velocity Feld. 
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